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In FXpansion's virtual analog synth section, the Generate sequencer features a fully-synthesized engine with wave-table synthesis, oscillator modeling and powerful modulation capabilities.
The two expandable slots host a wide range of modulation and effects plugins allowing you to enhance the sound. The Beat Sequencer features 24 patterns with each containing a single track
for the four synth engines, offering 48 possible patterns. When working within the Beat Sequencer, each step in the pattern features a multiplier, an arpeggiator, a slicer for cycling a note,
voltage and MIDI note. BFD Percussive contains nearly 100 onboard percussive instruments including classic percussion, exotic world percussion and rich ethnic percussion sounds. The
Percussive engine features a user-selectable pattern table with 384 patterns for real-time synthesis, allowing for polyrhythmic performance with ease. The Percussion synthesis engine
features a range of parameters, including volume, pan, multipart and decay. Expansion is provided for up to four extra instruments that can be loaded from the drop down menu, with a
variety of sounds from which to choose. The Editions section of BFD Percussive allows you to opt for a library of edits that are preconfigured to suit an array of musical genres and styles. With
more than 2,000 different editable parameters, you can tailor the sound to your liking. BFD Acoustic contains nearly 40 onboard acoustic instruments including a Kontakt Player instrument
with interface that features multiple engine models for a variety of acoustic instruments. All modeled parameters can be controlled independently, allowing for the creative manipulation of up
to 32 controllers.
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This is our most advanced sample playback synthesizer yet, and a cross-over of the classic synthesizer line and sample-based technology of the legendary LMD8. There are features such as
filters, envelopes, amplitude envelopes, delays, note...Historic samples from some of the most prominent synth and sound designers in the world are available in four sample libraries to

complement any of the included synthesizers and sound engines. There are approx. 30 banks of custom samples with 19 synthetic instruments and 9 custom drum kits. All the samples have
been recorded by some of the worlds leading producers, and they are all sampled at 24 bits of resolution allowing the most authentic analogue sound available. Each instrument has been

painstakingly crafted by world-class producers and sound designers, giving you an abundance of completely authentic analogue sounds, overtones and resonances. Already available for the
Korg M1 is the Roland TD-3, a classic analog grand piano soundbank with factory presets. TD-3 delivers the classic piano sound developed by Roland and its previous products, including

synthesizers, guitar pedals, and mixing consoles. In addition, the TD-3 contains a long-term memory cache, allowing the bank to be recalled instantly. With the built-in sound editor, the TD-3
provides storage for up to 64 KB of piano sound data for instant recall. The TD-3 is intended for use with the Roland Korg Kronos music workstation or other products that support the Roland
TD-3. Panels Controls Room Volume: Use this parameter to control the strength of the room ambience on the 3.5mm headphone jack. If the output level is set to 0dB the room ambience has

no effect. Decide for yourself how much you want your guitar, vocals or any other audio output to blend into the ambience. 5ec8ef588b
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